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Simple Random Sampling (SRS): it’s a sampling method in which each subject of the sampling frame has an equal chance of being selected into the sample [1]. SRS is the most popular method of random sampling. There are two types of SRS: with replacement and without replacement. SRS with replacement is less common.

Advantages:

- Easy to use in small populations.
- With an appropriate sample size, SRS provides a highly representative sample of the target population.

Disadvantages:

- Difficult to use in large populations (expensive: time and cost).
- Small segments of the target population may not be present in the sample with sufficient number of subjects.
**Example:** Obtain an SRS of size $n$ from the population of all adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure in Albuquerque.

**Steps:**
1. Enter the sampling frame list into a data set.
2. Assign a random number to each subject.
3. Sort the subjects by the assigned random numbers.
4. Select the first $n$ subjects from your sorted list.
How to get an SRS using STATA: In the following example we will obtain an SRS of 10 students from a BMI Population of 20 Teens.

```
/*BMI Population Data for Teens With Disabilities.
N=20 male and female students from 4 classrooms*/
clear

input id classroom sex BMI
1. 1 1 17.0
2. 2 1 15.3
3. 3 1 17.3
4. 4 1 20.5
5. 5 1 16.5
6. 6 2 21.0
7. 7 2 20.0
8. 8 2 24.2
9. 9 2 26.4
10. 10 2 23.2
11. 11 3 31.9
12. 12 3 16.8
13. 13 3 13.6
14. 14 3 20.2
15. 15 3 23.1
16. 16 4 24.2
17. 17 4 14.9
18. 18 4 15.0
19. 19 4 22.3
20. 20 4 23.9
21. .
end

//set up a seed so that results are reproducible
.set seed 1042117

//Get an SRS with sample size n=10
.sample 10, count
(10 observations deleted)
.list

id    classroom    sex   BMI
1.     14           3   20.2
2.     16           4   24.2
3.     8            2   14.2
4.     12           3   16.8
5.     2            1   15.3
6.     7            2   20.2
7.     10           2   23.2
8.     1            1   17.0
9.     13           3   13.6
10.    9            2   16.4

//Save SRS data in some folder
.save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH538\STATA\srsBMI.dta", replace

We use save to save the drawn SRS in a data set created in the specified folder/path by the user.
```

/* or // are used for comments

input is used to create a small dataset quickly

list displays all the variables in STATA's current memory

clear clears STATA's memory

set seed specifies the initial value of the random-number seed

save is used to save the data in memory permanently, replace would overwrite existing dataset.

We use save to save the drawn SRS in a data set created in the specified folder/path by the user.
Systematic sampling: it’s a sampling method in which subjects are chosen in a systematic way such that one first randomly picks the first subject from the sampling frame and then selects each \( k \)th subject from the list \( (k = N/n) \) [1]. If the sampling frame is randomly shuffled, then systematic sampling is equivalent to SRS.

Advantages:

- Fast and easy.
- With an appropriate sample size, it provides a highly representative sample of the target population since, by construction, the sample is uniformly distributed over the sampling frame.

Disadvantages:

- Might lead to bias if the sampling frame is arranged in a specific pattern and the periodicity of the sampling matched the periodicity of that pattern.
- May not capture certain segments of interest from the target population.
**Example:** Obtain a systematic sample of size $n$ from the population of all adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure in Albuquerque.

**Steps:**
1. Enter the sampling frame list into a data set.
2. Calculate the sampling interval $K = N/n$.
3. Generate a random number between 1 and $K$, say $r$.
4. Select the $r^{th}$ subject from the sampling frame and then select every $K^{th}$ subject.
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How to get a systematic sample using STATA: In the following example we will obtain a systematic sample of 5 students from a BMI Population of 20 Teens.

```
. /***Get a systematic sample of size n=5 from a population**/
. /***of size N=20***/
.
. use "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH538\STATA\BMITEENS.dta", clear
.
. //set up a seed so that results are reproducible
. set seed 122
.
. di int(uniform()*4)+1  
3
.
. drop if _n < 3  
(2 observations deleted)
.
. gen newID = _n - 1
.
. gen y = mod(newID,4)
.
. drop if y != 0  
(13 observations deleted)
.
. list

      id  class-r m  sex   BMI     newID   y
     ------------- ------- ------ ------ -------- ------ --------
      1.       3    1    2   17.3    0      0     
      2.       7    2    1    20     4      0     
      3.      11    3    1   31.9    8      0     
      4.      15    3    2   23.1   12      0     
      5.      19    4    2   22.3   16      0     

. save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH538\STATA\systematicBMI.dta", replace
```

Read the BMI population data set of N=20 subjects from a file.

Di in STATA is an abbreviation of display. In here, we compute a random number between 1 and K=4 to be our starting subject in the selection process. So, the 3rd subject in the sampling frame will be our first subject in the sample.

Gen in STATA creates a new variable to the data set. In here we create a new ID variable called newID; its values start from 0.

Mod in STATA is the modulus (i.e., the remainder after division). In here, we create a new variable which takes on 0 at every Kth subject.

Drop in here deletes all rows (observations) that don’t correspond to the Kth subjects, which leaves us with the final systematic sample of 5 subjects.

List displays the variables in current memory (our final sample)

Save the systematic sample of 5 subjects to a new data set in a specified folder.
**Stratified sampling:** it’s a sampling method in which a sample is obtained by firstly dividing the population into subpopulations (strata) based on some characteristics and then an SRS is taken from each stratum [1]. Combining the obtained SRSs will give the final stratified sample. Minority subgroups of interest can be ensured by stratification. There are two types of stratified sampling: proportionate and disproportionate. In the proportionate one, we draw a sample from each stratum in proportion to its share in the target population. By this method, each stratum should be internally homogeneous.

**Advantages:**
- Has the highest precision among other sampling methods.
- The sample is more representative as it allows certain segments of interest, from the target population, to be captured.
- We could use other sampling methods than SRS in each stratum.

**Disadvantages:**
- Might introduce some complexities at the analysis stage.
- More time consuming and effort than other sampling methods.
- Requires separate sampling frames for each stratum.
**Example:** Obtain a stratified sample by RACE of size $n$ from the population of all adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure in Albuquerque.

**Steps:**
1. Enter the sampling frame list into a data set.
2. Sort the sampling frame by Race.
3. Select an SRS from each Race stratum such that the proportion $n_i/n$ reflects the proportion of the $i^{th}$ stratum in the population where $n_i$ is the SRS size obtained from the $i^{th}$ stratum and $n$ is the final stratifies sample size.
4. Combine all SRSs obtained from all strata to make the final stratified sample.
How to get a stratified sample using STATA: In the following example we will obtain a stratified sample by Gender of 8 students from a BMI Population of 20 Teens.

```stata
//***Get a stratified sample of size n=8 from a population of size N=20***/
use "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH538\STATA\BMI16TEENS.dta", clear

sort sex
by sex: count

-> sex = 1
  10
-> sex = 2
  10

set seed 232344432
by sex:sample 4, count
(12 observations deleted)

list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>classr-m</th>
<th>sex</th>
<th>BMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

//Save stratified sample data in some folder
save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH538\STATA\stratifiedBMI.dta", replace
```

We save the stratified sample in a folder. The name of the data set is stratifiedBMI.dta.
Cluster sampling: it's a sampling method in which the target population is first divided into naturally occurring clusters and then a random sample of clusters is obtained such that all subjects in the randomly selected clusters are included in the sample [1]. Sometimes, we include an SRS from each selected cluster instead of including all subjects which makes the sampling method to be called a two-stage sampling method. By this method, clusters should be internally as heterogeneous as the target population itself.

Advantages:

- Doesn’t require a sampling frame.
- Time and cost efficient compared to other sampling methods.
- Cluster samples have larger sample sizes.

Disadvantages:

- Produces higher sampling error.
- It’s the least representative of the target population among random sampling methods.
Example: Obtain a cluster sample by Geographical Region of size $n$ from the population of all adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure in Albuquerque.

Steps: 1. Divide the target population into $k$ Geographical Regions (clusters).
2. From the $K$ clusters, select at random $h$ clusters.
3. For each randomly selected cluster include all subjects (adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure).
4. Combining all selected subjects from the randomly selected clusters makes the final cluster sample.
How to get a cluster sample using STATA: In the following example we will obtain a cluster sample of 2 classrooms of students from a BMI Population of 20 Teens.

1. **Get a cluster sample of 2 classrooms from a population of size N=20**/
   ```stata
   use "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH536\STATA\BMIITENS.dta", clear
   
   contract classroom
   count
   
   set seed 876523
   sample 2, count (2 observations deleted)
   sort classroom
   keep classroom
   
   save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH536\STATA\classroomBMI.dta", replace
   
   use "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH536\STATA\BMIITENS.dta", clear
   sort classroom
   save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH536\STATA\classroomBMI.dta", replace
   
   merge classroom using "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH536\STATA\classroomBMI.dta"
   
   drop if _merge != 3
   (10 observations deleted)
   list
   
   id classroom sex BMI _merge
   1. 11 3 1 31.2 3
   2. 12 3 1 16.8 3
   3. 13 3 2 13.6 3
   4. 14 3 2 20.2 3
   5. 15 3 2 23.1 3
   6. 16 4 1 24.2 3
   7. 17 4 1 14.9 3
   8. 18 4 1 15 3
   9. 19 4 2 22.3 3
   10. 20 4 2 13.9 3
   
   //Save cluster sample data in some folder
   save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PH536\STATA\clusterBMI.dta", replace
   ```
Multistage sampling: It's a sampling method in which we use combinations of two or more sampling methods at least one of which involves randomness [2]. The most common examples for multistage sampling are Stratified random sampling and cluster sampling. For example, in the 2 stage cluster sampling, in Stage 1, we use cluster sampling to choose clusters from a population. Then, in Stage 2, we use simple random sampling to select a subset from each cluster for the final sample.

Advantages:

- Cost and Time effective.
- Sometimes, it does not require a sampling frame.
- Multistage samples have larger sample sizes.

Disadvantages:

- Difficult and complex design.
- Partially subjective.
- Induces lower accuracy due to higher sampling error.
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
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</tbody>
</table>

Stage I

Stage II

Sample
Example 1: Obtain a multistage sample of size $n$ from the population of all adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure in Albuquerque.

Steps: 1. Divide the target population into $k$ Geographical Regions (clusters).
2. From the $K$ clusters, select at random $h$ clusters.
3. From each randomly selected cluster select an SRS.
4. Combining all selected SRSs makes the final multistage sample.

Example 2: Obtain a multistage sample of size $n$ from the population of all adults over age 50 who have high blood pressure in Albuquerque.

Steps: 1. Enter the sampling frame list (if available) into a data set.
2. Sort the sampling frame by Race.
3. Select an SRS from each Race stratum such that the proportion $n_i/n$ reflects the proportion of the $i^{th}$ stratum in the population where $n_i$ is the SRS size obtained from the $i^{th}$ stratum and $n$ is the final stratifies sample size.
4. Combine all SRSs obtained to make the final multistage sample.
How to get a multistage sample using STATA: In the following example we will obtain a multistage sample of size 6 from a BMI Population of 20 Teens.

```
. /*Get a multistage sample of size n=6 from a population of size N=20*/
  use "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PHS390\STATA\BMIteens.dta", clear

  contract classroom

  count 4
  set seed 8435322
  sample 2, count
  (2 observations deleted)

  sort classroom

  keep classroom
  save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PHS390\STATA\classroomBMI2.dta", replace
  file C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PHS390\STATA\classroomBMI2.dta saved

  use "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PHS390\STATA\BMIteens.dta", clear

  sort classroom

  merge classroom using "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PHS390\STATA\classroomBMI2.dta"

  drop if _merge != 3
  (10 observations deleted)

  sort classroom
  by classroom:sample 3, count
  (4 observations deleted)

  list

  id  classroom  sex  BMI  _merge
  -------------  ------  ---  ----  ----
  1.  7          2     2   20    3
  2.  10         2     2   23.2  3
  3.  9          2     2   16.4  3
  4.  20         4     2   13.9  3
  5.  17         4     1   14.9  3
  6.  19         4     2   22.3  3

  //Save cluster sample data in some folder
  save "C:\Users\Fares\Documents\PHS390\STATA\multistageBMI.dta", replace
```

**Notes:**
- `合同` in STATA creates a new data set of frequencies of the specified variable. In here, we create a dataset for the clustering variable `classroom` (FOR STAGE I).
- `count` displays the number of records of the data set in current memory. In here, we have the classroom variable categories and corresponding frequencies.
- `Select 2 clusters (classrooms) at random from the 4 available clusters. This is Stage 1.`
- `sort classroom`
- `keep classroom`
- `keep in STATA keeps in current memory only the specified variable. In here, we are keeping the classroom number variable only.`
- `merge in STATA, links two data sets by a specified set of conditions. In here, we delete all records in which the flag wasn't equal to 3.`
- `Get an SRS of size 3 from each randomly selected cluster (STAGE II)`
- `Displays the variables in STATA's current memory (our final cluster sample).`
Convenience sampling: it’s a non-probability sampling method in which subjects are conveniently available to the researcher [3]. This is the most popular method of non-probability sampling and sometimes is called accidental sampling.

Advantages:
- Cheap and simple; requires no planning.
- Helpful for pilot studies and hypotheses generation.

Disadvantages:
- Unrepresentative of the target population.
- Suffers from selection bias.

Remark: For other non-probability sampling methods please revisit [4].
**Sampling Bias:** Sampling bias refers to over-representation or under-representation of some subgroups of the target population. There are two types of sampling bias including random errors and systematic errors [5].

**Random Error:** error is reduced with increased sample size. It’s due to the sample size. Error is evenly distributed across the sampling frame.

**Systematic Error (bias):** error is not reduced with increased sample size. It’s due to the design; mainly non-randomness.
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